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Background:  Chronic atrial fibrillation (AF) may cause functional tricuspid regurgitation (FTR). The present transthoracic 
echocardiography study aimed to investigate the frequency of FTR in AF and to define its echocardiographic features.
methods:  From our echocardiography database, we searched for and reviewed clinical and echocardiographic data of patients with at 
least moderate TR to determine the causes of TR. Parameters of tricuspid valve and right ventricle (RV) of FTR in AF (AF-TR group) were 
compared with those in patients with FTR secondary to left heart disease (LH-TR group) and patients without significant TR and sinus 
rhythm (control group).
results:  Of 222 patients diagnosed with significant TR, 72 patients (32 %) were identified as primary TR and the remaining 150 patients 
(68 %) as FTR. In this FTR, 97 patients were classified as LH-TR while 30 as AF-TR. Despite similar TR severity, AF-TR group had smaller 
tethering area and distance (both P <0.001) with larger RV shape ratio (=basal width/mid width) than LH-TR group (P <0.001). Annular 
dilation was found in both TR groups compared to control (4.5 ± 0.4 cm in AF-TR vs. 4.5 ± 0.2 cm in LH-TR vs. 3.1 ± 0.1 cm in control, P< 
0.001 by ANOVA), while there was no significant difference in annular diameter between the 2 TR groups (Table).
conclusion:  TR in AF was observed about a third of LH-TR in this study. Annular dilation was a common feature in both TR groups. 
However, lesser degree of both leaflet tethering and RV remodeling were found in AF-TR compared to LH-TR.
